Creativity
can solve anything.

advertise | brand | communicate | design

Hello friend!
Marketing isn’t just important for big businesses looking to sell their latest gizmos
and gadgets. It’s crucial for businesses both big and small to maximize the time
they spend making money, rather than waiting for the next customer or client to
walk through the door.
Are you looking to grow your business? Perhaps hoping to inspire loyalty from
your current clients? If so, we’re just the team to help. We’ve worked with countless
businesses over the past 20+ years and, with all the dogmatism and brevity,
following are 5 things we have learned.
1. The most important decision. We have learned that the effect of your
advertising on your sales depends more on this decision than on any other:
How should you position your product or service? Should you position
Schweppes as a soft drink or as a mixer? Should you position DOVE as a
product for really dry skin or as a product which gets hands really clean?
The results of your campaign depend less on how we write your advertising
than on how your product is positioned. It follows that positioning should be
decided before the advertising is created. Research can help. Look before you
leap.
2. Large promise. The second most important decision is this: what should you
promise the customer? A promise is not a claim, or a theme, or a slogan. It is
a benefit to the consumer. It pays to promise a benefit which is unique and
competitive. And the product/service must deliver the benefit you promise.
Most advertising promises nothing. It is doomed to fail in the marketplace.
“Promise, large promise, is the soul of an advertisement” – said Samuel
Johnson.

3. Brand image. Every advertisement should contribute to the complex symbol
which is the brand image. Ninety-five percent of all advertising is created ad
hoc. Most products lack any consistent image from one year to another.
4. Big ideas. Unless your advertising is built on a BIG IDEA it will pass like a ship
in the night. It takes a BIG IDEA to jolt the consumer out of his indifference—to
make him notice your advertising, remember it and take action. Big ideas are
usually simple ideas. Said Charles Kettering, the great General Motors inventor:
“This problem, when solved, will be simple.” BIG SIMPLE IDEAS are not easy to
come by. They require genius and midnight oil. A truly big one can be continued
for twenty years, like our branding campaign for Terrible Herbst.
5. A first class ticket. It pays to give most products/services an image of quality—a
first class ticket. The Idea Factory has been conspicuously successful in doing
this for Nevada Eye Physicians, Lone Mountain Animal Hospital, Westcorp
Management Group and others. If your advertising looks ugly, consumers will
conclude that your product is shoddy, and they will be less likely to buy it.
Is this all we know? The Idea Factory has developed a separate and specialized body
of knowledge on what makes for success in advertising medical services, veterinary
services, tourist destinations, realty development – and other classifications.
I invite you to take a peak at a few of our projects on the following pages. I would
love the opportunity to meet in person, learn more about your goals and earn your
business. I promise it will be time well spent.
Cheers!

Jan Scarborough
Cell: 702-499-4321

Service
We’ve built our service perspective from the inside out, in that we
have real-life, client-side experience.
We’ve spent years on your side of the table, which for you, translates
into better service, a more realistic grounding the challenges that
our clients face, and a significantly shorter learning curve.
We believe in developing strong partnerships, outshining
expectations, and making it really easy to work with us.
We are the least complicated business partner we know.
And, we fully intend to keep it that way.

APARTMENT HOMES

Method
Here’s the simple truth you’ll only hear from our agency –
marketing is more than meets the eye.
Marketing is hard work. So we’ve developed a simple, logical
approach to guide us as we build your brand. It has four
broad components:
Listen.
Learn.
Think.
Execute.

Strategy
The Idea Factory prides itself on the strength of our strategic
planning.

Our ability to deliver detailed, thorough and results-oriented
media, marketing and communication plans is our hallmark.
We believe effective communication campaigns are first and
foremost strategically grounded.
A sound strategy supplies the groundwork for every aspect,
provides companies with definable, defendable positions, and
forms the foundation for the future stardom of great brands.
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Clear, measurable results.
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Henderson, Nevada 89044

In the end, that’s all that really matters.

revolutionhenderson.com

LET THE ADVENTURE BEGIN.
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H O M E S

The creativity, the passion, the service - they are all a means to an
end.

12215 Gilespie St., Henderson, Nevada 89044
Phone: 702 331 3676 Fax: 702 331 5648
revolutionhenderson.com
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Or as we prefer to think of it: the means to another great beginning.

THE
AVIATOR

THE
AVIATOR

theaviatorleasing@westcorpmg.com
3660 St. Rose Pkwy
Henderson, Nevada 89052
Tel: [702] 413-7150 Fax: [702] 413-7151
theaviatorhenderson.com
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THE
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Everything we do at The Idea Factory is done to generate results and in turn, generate revenue for your business.

are you ready to

Take
Flight

THE
AVIATOR
3660 St. Rose Parkway Henderson, Nevada, 89052
Tel: [702] 413-7150 Fax: [702] 413-7151
theaviatorhenderson.com

“The best marketing tactics are those that impress
someone–anyone–deeply.
Are you ensuring that your campaigns make a
deep impression, or are you satisfied in knowing
that you’re boring the socks off all the ‘right’
people?”
- Jan Scarborough

the idea factory
Advertising & Marketing
8430 W. Lake Mead Blvd.
No. 100
Las Vegas, Nevada 89128

